Newnham Associates Summer 2020 Careers programme
A career in the Creative Media sector

Want to find out more about a career in the creative media?
Want to hear about interesting and varied careers of Newnhamites who made their way in this sector?
Would you like to ask a fellow Newnhamite those burning questions from ‘Where do I start?’ to ‘Where might the opportunities lie in a post Covid-19 world?’ and many more?

Come and join us to find out where your future lies!

Newnhamite undergrads and postgrads are invited to join a Creative Media Q&A Zoom on Thursday 9th July at 1pm

To book your place, please register at: https://www.newn.cam.ac.uk/event/associates-career-support-programme/

After brief presentations of how we got where we are now, there will be opportunities for questions including in breakouts with Newnhamites whose interests are closest to your own.

You can arrange a further discussion too e.g. improving your CV or preparing with a mock interview. Just click on our photos below or find many other Associates here: https://www.newnhamassociates.org/home

Carol Cooper is a medical journalist, author, and tutor at Imperial College, London.
She has written for titles as diverse as The Sun & The Lancet, and broadcasts on topical health issues. After a dozen non-fiction books, she turned to fiction and is now writing her fourth novel. She was elected President of the Guild of Health Writers in 2014 and is an Associate Fellow of Newnham.

Carol read Medicine and lives in London and Cambridge.

Caroline Diehl is Executive Chair & Founder of Together TV, the UK broadcast TV channel. She is Founder & ex-CEO of the Media Trust, a charity that connects creative industries with charities & diverse communities. She founded the Social Founder Network and launched the podcast Social Founder Stories. She’s an Entrepreneur in Residence at INSEAD and a Churchill Fellow.

Caroline read MML (Spanish & French) and lives in London.

Sheila Hayman is a BAFTA & BAFTA Fulbright winning filmmaker, and Director’s Fellow at MIT Media Lab. Digital media include interactive performance and apps with the OAE, LSO and Disney. She was Young Journalist of the Year, Guardian columnist and novelist with Hodder Headline. She also runs the therapeutic creative writing group at Freedom from Torture and is active in her community.

Sheila read Chinese and History and lives in London.

Zeeya Merali is a science journalist & author whose work appears in Scientific American, Nature, New Scientist, Discover and on the BBC. She authored the popular science book A Big Bang in a Little Room and textbooks with National Geographic, and worked on documentaries for History, UK and NOVA/PBS. She also edits FQXi.org where she blogs and co-hosts a physics podcast.

Zeeya read Natural Sciences and lives in London.

Roz Watkins is the author of the DI Meg Dalton crime series, published by HarperCollins. Her fictional detective went to Newnham and is ‘quietly different from most of the women detectives in British crime fiction today’ (The Times). Roz was previously a partner in a firm of patent attorneys and is an animal trainer and life/business coach.

Roz read Engineering and Natural Sciences and lives in The Peak District.